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INTRODUCTION

Malthouse Theatre’s Theatre Studies 
Prompt Pack (Part A) is a preshow 
resource that will provide you with 
initial information about the VCAA 
Playlisted production Because 
The Night.    
This Pack includes video interviews with Matthew 
Lutton (Concept, Direction & Text), Marg Horwell 
(Set Design, Interiors), Matilda Woodroofe (Associate 
Set Design, Interiors), Kat Chan (Costume Design). 

There are also some suggestions as to how you might 
prepare prior to seeing the play staged. 

Post show Theatre Studies Prompt Packs (Part B & C) 
will be available to help you make an analysis of the 
production in performance. The two-pronged approach 
is intended to break down the task for Unit 3, Outcome 
3 and Unit 4, Outcome 3 into a study of the production 
before and then after seeing Malthouse Theatre’s  
Because The Night. 

This groundbreaking production promises to be an 
extraordinary theatrical experience for you and your 
students. See you in Elsinore!



The notes in this Prompt Pack are intended to support VCE Theatre Studies 
teachers and students in their preparation for and exploration of Malthouse 
Theatre’s production of Because The Night. This play has been VCAA 
Playlisted for the study of: 

THEATRE STUDIES  
Unit 3, Area of study 3, Outcome 3 

AND 
Unit 4, Area of Study 4, Outcome 3 

The content of this Pack offers information, suggestions, and activities that students could engage  
with prior to seeing the production. 

Before using this resource, there are some very important pieces of 
information regarding the study of Because The Night. It is imperative 
to note that the VCAA has determined that Because The Night may be 
used for assessment and examination purposes for either Unit 3, Outcome 
3 or Unit 4, Outcome 3 (see excerpts below from the official VCAA,  
20 Theatre Studies Playlist document). 

IMPORTANT NOTE CONCERNING ASSESSMENT FOR 2021: 

For VCE Theatre Studies, students engage with a professional performance in conjunction with 
Unit 3 Outcome 3, and Unit 4 Outcome 3. In 2021, there will be one list of VCE Theatre Studies 
plays taking place between February and September. Students will be required to study two separate 
plays from that list, one to address the key knowledge and key skills (which also entails studying 
the script) for Unit 3, and one for the separate key knowledge and key skills for Unit 4, regardless 
of when the play performance takes place during the year. School-assessed coursework for those 
outcomes can take place at a convenient time for the school, with the due date for all graded 
assessment scores for VCE Theatre Studies to be entered into VASS by the Unit 4 submission date. 

THE VCAA OFFICIAL THEATRE STUDIES PLAYLIST DOCUMENT NOTES THAT:

…VCE Theatre Studies Unit 4, students are not required to study the script of selected 
performances. However, the script can be a valuable learning resource in these units. Theatre 
companies are not obliged to provide copies of these scripts.

This means that while a study of the script is not required for Unit 4, 
teachers and students are encouraged to use the script as a resource to 
enhance their understanding and knowledge of the production.

THE VCAA OFFICIAL THEATRE STUDIES PLAYLIST DOCUMENT NOTES THAT:

For VCE Theatre Studies Unit 3, students must study the script and the performance identified in 
this playlist. The only version of the script that students are required to study for VCE Theatre 
Studies Unit 3 is the one used as the basis for the performance that students will attend. In some 
cases, this script will be a ‘working’ or ‘rehearsal’ script. 

VCE Drama and VCE Theatre 
Studies 2021 Playlist
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https://youtu.be/TkDxm6r36ls
https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Documents/vce/drama/2021DramaTheatreStudiesPlaylist.docx
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CAST & CREATIVE BIOGRAPHIES 

Malthouse Theatre has provided access to the script of Because The Night. 
The rehearsal script can be downloaded from Malthouse Theatre’s website via the link below. This 
preshow Prompt Pack (Part A) will provide study activities for both Unit 3, Outcome 3 and Unit 
4, Outcome 3. The information about context, Immersive Theatre, and the script can be used as a 
resource for students studying either Unit 3, Outcome 3 or Unit 4, Outcome 3.

The nature of live theatre means that each performance will differ slightly. This is particularly 
true of this piece of theatre which is radically different to the more traditional style of presenting 
to an audience. So, it is essential that the students’ responses are based on the performance that 
they attend. 

Please note that this resource does not aim to provide definitive answers. Teachers and students 
are encouraged to use the Prompt materials in conjunction with other resources and broader 
classroom-based research and discussion. To assist you with this, links to the new VCAA 
Theatre Studies Design and additional materials are included at the end of this Pack under 
‘Further Resources’. 

ACCESS TO BECAUSE THE NIGHT SCRIPT

BELINDA MCCLORY 
Gertrude

Belinda is a VCA graduate and  
an award-winning actor and writer 

who has worked professionally 
across all mediums. Recent credits 

for Malthouse Theatre include 
Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again., 

Edward ll, Dance of Death, Pompeii, 
L.A., and The Trial. Other recent 
theatre credits include Così, Di 

and Viv and Rose, The Waiting Room, 
Queen Lear (Melbourne Theatre 
Company), Gross und Klein, The 

City, Holy Day, Concussion (Sydney 
Theatre Company), Feather in the 
Web, Splendour, Hir (Red Stitch 
Actors’ Theatre), and My Sister 

Feather (VIMH/La Mama Theatre). 
Recent TV work includes The 

Doctor Blake Mysteries. In film she 
has appeared in The Matrix, Redball, 

Mullet, darklovestory, and Acolytes. 
She co-wrote and performed in 
the features X and Turkey Shoot. 
Belinda has received a Green 

Room Award and a Helpmann 
Award for her theatre work. 

MARIA THEODORAKIS 
Claudia

Maria is an award-winning 
actor, writer, and director. 

Theatre credits include The Spook 
(Malthouse Theatre), Top Girls, 

Birthrights, Measure for Measure 
(Melbourne Theatre Company), 

and Who’s Afraid of the Working Class 
(Melbourne Workers Theatre). 

Screen credits include Seven Types 
of Ambiguity and Newton’s Law 

(ABC). Maria won an AACTA 
(AFI) and FCC Best Actress in a 

Feature Film Award for Walking on 
Water. She is also a multiple  

Green Room Award nominee.  
As a writer and director, she co-

created the hit online series, Little 
Acorns, which has won and been 

nominated for film festival awards 
in Australia and internationally 
including Best Web Series, Best 
Writing, Best Directing, Best 
Comedy, and Best Ensemble. 
She also was nominated for 

Best Director at the Australian 
Directors’ Guild.

NICOLE NABOUT  
Claudia

Having just finished filming 
Season 3 of Jack Irish, Nicole 
is excited to be back at The 
Malthouse. Theatre credits 

include Good Muslim Boy 
(Malthouse Theatre/Queensland 
Theatre), Oil, Wakey Wakey (Red 

Stitch Actors’ Theatre), Secret 
Bridesmaids’ Business (Playbox 

Theatre), Much Ado About Nothing, 
and A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
(The Australian Shakespeare 

Company). Nicole has worked 
extensively in TV including Jack 

Irish, Mustangs FC, Newton’s Law, 
Nowhere Boys, The Librarians, Upper 
Middle Bogan, The Time of Our Lives 
(ABC), Offspring (Channel 10), 

and in film including Three Dollars 
(Arena Films), and Angel of Mine 

(Garlin Pictures). 

Because The Night 
Script
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https://www.malthousetheatre.com.au/media/xqxhy3oi/because-the-night-rehearsal-draft-jan-2021fa.pdf 
https://www.malthousetheatre.com.au/media/xqxhy3oi/because-the-night-rehearsal-draft-jan-2021fa.pdf
http://bit.ly/BTNScriptEDU
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CAST & CREATIVE BIOGRAPHIES 

TAHLEE FEREDAY 
Ophelia

Tahlee is a 2017 graduate of 
Victorian College of the Arts. 

Before her studies she was based 
in Darwin where she hosted  
The Breakfast Show with Tahlee  
on Larrakia Radio 94.5FM. 

Theatre credits include Blackie 
Blackie Brown: The Traditional Owner 

of Death (Malthouse Theatre/
Sydney Theatre Company), 

Astroman (Melbourne Theatre 
Company), Fallen (She Said 
Theatre), and Love (Dee & 

Cornelius), which toured to 
the Venice Biennale after its 
Melbourne season. As a First 

Nations and queer artist, Tahlee is 
an advocate for representation of 
minority voices on the mainstage. 

KEEGAN JOYCE 
Hamlet

Keegan’s credits for Malthouse 
Theatre include Solaris and 

Cloudstreet. Other theatre credits 
include Rules for Living (Sydney 
Theatre Company), Vivid White 
(Melbourne Theatre Company), 

Evie May (Hayes Theatre 
Company), Once (Gordon Frost 
Organisation), Edges: The Musical 
(James Anthony Productions), 

and Oliver! (Cameron Mackintosh/
IMG). Film credits include Greg’s 
First Day, Wall Boy, and Superman 

Returns. Television credits include 
Rake (Season 1 – 5), Please Like 

Me (Season 2 – 4), Rescue: Special 
Ops, and K9. Keegan released his 
debut album Snow on Higher Ground 

in 2016. Keegan has a degree 
in Musicology from the Sydney 

Conservatorium of Music.   

HARVEY ZIELINSKI 
Laertes

Harvey Zielinski is a 2017 
National Theatre Drama School 
graduate, a 2018 Heath Ledger 

Scholarship finalist, and a Casting 
Guild of Australia Rising Star 

Award recipient. Theatre credits 
include Hir, The Antipodes, Suddenly 

Last Summer (Red Stitch Actors’ 
Theatre), and Gender Euphoria 

(Melbourne International Arts 
Festival/Midsumma Festival, 

Mardi Gras). TV credits include 
series lead Abel in the US Sci-Fi 
series Don't Look Deeper (Quibi), 

Why Are You Like This, Get Krack!n 
(ABC), and Starting From...Now! 
(SBS). Film credits include My 

First Summer and Some Happy Day. 
Harvey is also a writer, and his 
debut feature film screenplay 

received development support 
from the ABC. 

KHISRAW JONES-SHUKOOR 
Hamlet

Since graduating at 16th Street  
in 2015 Khisraw has performed 

in several productions across 
Melbourne including Oil (Red 

Stitch Actors’ Theatre), Them (La 
Mama Theatre), Romeo and Juliet 

(The Australian Shakespeare 
Company), The Way Out (Red 
Stitch Actors’ Theatre), and 
Macbeth (Melbourne Theatre 

Company).

RAS-SAMUEL WELDA’ABZGI 
Laertes

Ras-Samuel is a vessel for telling 
stories that are gifted to him, and 
he is on a mission to share those 
gifts with the world. He holds 
theatre dear to his heart and is 

excited to be a part of history in 
the making as Laertes in Because 

The Night. Ras-Samuel is also part 
of WEYA’s Sub30 Collective, 
an established collective of 

artists who are in-residence at 
The Malthouse in 2021. The 

Collective’s latest work, The Retreat, 
is a hybrid of film and theatre that 

was shot cinematically Hamilton-
style. Recent screen works include 

The Last Supper, BLVCK GOLD, 
Jebena Genie which he wrote and 
produced, and he has worked 

as a consultant for an upcoming 
Netflix series. When he is not 

working, you can find Ras-Samuel 
training and developing his craft 

at Brave Studios where he has 
been since 2012 having received a 

full long term scholarship. 

JENNIFER VULETIC 
Gertrude

Jennifer has worked  
with Australia’s most innovative 

directors in all aspects of 
the industry. Theatre credits 
include My Dearworthy Darling 

(Malthouse Theatre/THE 
RABBLE), The Women of Troy, The 

Histrionic (Malthouse Theatre/
Sydney Theatre Company), 

Arbus & West (Melbourne Theatre 
Company), Merciless Gods (Little 
Ones Theatre/Griffin Theatre 

Company), Suddenly Last Summer 
(Red Stitch Actors’ Theatre/

Little Ones Theatre), MORAL 
PANIC (Darebin Arts), Chitty 

Chitty Bang Bang, and Mamma Mia. 
Screen credits include Mandy the 

Mullet in Wentworth (Foxtel). 
Jennifer has received a Sydney 
Theatre Award for Chitty Chitty 
Bang Bang, for which she also 

received Helpmann and Green 
Room Award nominations, a 

Green Room Award for Merciless 
Gods, and Green Room Award 

nominations for The Women of Troy 
and Nightingale and the Rose. Jennifer 

is the voice of innumerable SBS 
television documentaries, and 

multi-award-winning audiobook 
narrator (3M Talking Book of the 
Year Award and TDK Unabridged 

Fiction Award).

CAST & CREATIVE BIOGRAPHIES 
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SYD BRISBANE 
Polonius

A graduate of Flinders University 
Drama Centre Syd's career spans 

37 years. He performed with 
Malthouse Theatre in Night on Bald 

Mountain. Recent theatre credits 
include Macbeth, A Midsummer 

Night's Dream, Hamlet, and Romeo & 
Juliet (The Australian Shakespeare 

Company). Theatre highlights 
Fawlty Towers Live Australian 

Tour, Victory (Sydney Theatre 
Company), and He Stumbled (The 

Wrestling School UK). Film 
credits include Dirt Music, Red Dog, 

True Blue, Boxing Day, and Silent 
Partner. TV credits include Stateless, 

Conspiracy 365, and Beaconsfield. 

RODNEY AFIF 
Polonius

Rodney works regularly across 
film, television, and theatre. 

Rodney’s theatre credits include 
Good Muslim Boy (Malthouse 

Theatre/Queensland Theatre), 
Othello (Eleventh Hour Theatre 

Company), Wait Until Dark, Three 
Sisters, The Balcony, Two Brothers, 

The Golden Dragon, Glengarry, Glen 
Ross, and most recently Macbeth 
(Melbourne Theatre Company). 
He played a lead role in the AFI 

nominated feature Lucky Miles and 
the award-winning short Azadi. 

Other feature film credits include 
The Killer Elite, My Year Without Sex, 
Love’s Brother, and Serenades. Recent 
screen credits include The Hunting, 

The Commons, Ali’s Wedding, Hotel 
Mumbai, Pirates of the Caribbean,  
and six-part TV series Romper 
Stomper. He will also appear  

in the forthcoming Royal Flying 
Doctor Show.  

ARTEMIS IOANNIDES 
Ophelia

Artemis Ioannides is an actor, 
singer, writer, and visual creative 
who works between Melbourne 

and Athens. Recent theatre 
credits include Pomona (Red 

Stitch Actors’ Theatre), Taxithi 
(fortyfivedownstairs), Fallen, Salt 
(She Said Theatre), and Women 

in War (Arts Centre Melbourne). 
Artemis' screen credits include 

Wentworth (Foxtel), Secret Bridesmaids’ 
Business (Channel 7), and The 

Beautiful Lie (ABC). Artemis has 
been nominated for Best Female 
Performer at the Green Room 

Awards for Angry Sexx, Best 
Ensemble for Pomona, and Best 

Ensemble for Taxithi. 

CAST & CREATIVE BIOGRAPHIES 
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MATILDA WOODROOFE 
Associate Set Design (Interiors)

Matilda Woodroofe is a set 
and costume designer with a 

diverse body of work spanning 
across theatre, dance, television, 

and film. Design associate 
theatre credits include Going 
Down (Malthouse Theatre/

Sydney Theatre Company), and 
Random (Belvoir St Theatre). 

Select set and costume design 
credits include A Normal Child 

(Ridiculusmus/National Disability 
Slapstick Plan), Air Race, Trapper 

(Arena Theatre Co), and Passenger. 
Select screen credits include Spear 
(Bangarra Dance Theatre), 2040, 
Get Krack!n, and Cleverman (ABC). 
Matilda co-created Studio Fantasy, 
a portrait project for children as 
part of Artplay's New Ideas Lab 

in 2016. Matilda completed a year 
long Emerging Designer artist 
placement with THE RABBLE 

in 2016. Matilda was nominated 
for a Green Room Award for 

Outstanding Set and Costume 
Design (Independent Theatre) for 

Mad as a Cute Snake. 

MARG HORWELL 
Set Design (Interiors)

Marg is a multi-award-winning 
designer. Recent credits include 

The Picture of Dorian Gray (Sydney 
Theatre Company). Marg has also 

designed Blasted, Melancholia, The 
Testament of Mary, Caravan, Revolt. 

She Said. Revolt Again., The Real 
and Imagined History of the Elephant 
Man, The Homosexuals or ‘Faggots’, 
Edward II, I Am a Miracle, and The 

Good Person of Szechuan (Malthouse 
Theatre). Other credits include 
Salome (English National Opera), 
Avalanche (Barbican), Unsere Kleine 

Stadt (Theater Basel), Anthem 
(Performing Lines), Lorelei 

(Victorian Opera), Leviathan 
(Circa), Sexual Misconduct of the 

Middle Classes, The House of Bernarda 
Alba, Birdland, Cock, Constellations, 

Marlin (Melbourne Theatre 
Company), How to Rule the World, 
Lord of the Flies, The Resistible Rise 

of Arturo Ui (Sydney Theatre 
Company), Animal (Influx 

Theatre), Lilith: The Jungle Girl, La 
Traviata, Summertime in the Garden 
of Eden (Sisters Grimm), SHIT, 

Love, Big Heart, and Savages (Dee 
& Cornelius). Marg has been 

recognised at numerous Green 
Room Awards and the Sydney 

Theatre Awards. 

DALE FERGUSON 
Set Design (Architecture)

Dale has worked extensively 
with major theatre and opera 
companies around the world. 

Recent Malthouse Theatre credits 
include Away, Brothers Wreck, Night 

on Bald Mountain, Dance of Death, 
and Timeshare. Other credits 

include Counting and Cracking, Sami 
in Paradise, The Blind Giant is Dancing 

(Belvoir St Theatre), Emerald 
City, L’Appartement (Queensland 

Theatre), Oklahoma (The 
Production Company), An Ideal 
Husband, Born Yesterday, Così, The 

Weir, The Speechmaker, The Crucible, 
Top Girls, The Drowsy Chaperone 

(Melbourne Theatre Company), 
and Les Liaisons Dangereuses 

(Sydney Theatre Company). 
Opera credits include Tosca 

(Opera Queensland), The Magic 
Flute (Lyric Opera of Chicago), 
The Riders (Malthouse Theatre/
Victorian Opera), Anything Goes 
(Opera Australia), Otello (Cape 
Town Opera/Western Australia 
Opera/Opera Queensland/State 

Opera), A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
(Houston Grand Opera/Canadian 
Opera/Lyric Opera of Chicago), 

Ariadne Auf Naxos (Welsh National 
Opera/Boston Lyric Opera), and 

Marriage of Figaro (Opera Australia/
Welsh National Opera). Dale has 
received multiple Helpmann and 
Green Room Awards for his work. 

RA CHAPMAN 
Text

Ra is a Korean-Australian writer 
and actor. She is currently an 

Artist in Residence at Malthouse 
Theatre and an alumnus of the 
Besen Family Artist Program.  

Ra has filmed five seasons of the 
award-winning series Wentworth 
(Foxtel). She was selected to 
take part in the Film Victoria 
funded Storylab (Cinespace) 

and Talent Camp (AFTRS), and 
is the Program Coordinator for 

Storylab 2.0. Ra has worked 
across various projects in a 

dramaturgical capacity including 
with Playwrighting Australia 
and Arts House. She recently 

received ABC Fresh Start funding 
for digital series WHITE FEVER 

and is in development with 
a TV comedy series based on 
her experiences as a Korean-
Australian adoptee. Ra has 

received a Best Actress Award at 
Newport Beach Film Festival (US), 

was nominated for an IF Award 
for Face to Face in 2015, and was 

awarded the Wheeler Centre Hot 
Desk Fellowship in 2018. 

KAMARRA BELL-WYKES 
Text

Kamarra is a multi-practicing 
theatre-maker and one of 
Malthouse Theatre's 2021 

Artists in Residence. Her recent 
credits include Blackwrights, 

Scartrees, VIRAL, and Chopped Liver 
(ILBIJERRI Theatre Company). 

In 2020 Kamarra was recognised 
by Hepatitis Victoria and Drama 
Victoria for her groundbreaking 
work in Social Impact Theatre 

and Drama Education. 

MATTHEW LUTTON 
Concept, Direction & Text

Matthew Lutton is Malthouse 
Theatre’s Artistic Director and 
Co-CEO. Prior to this, he was 
Malthouse Theatre’s Associate 

Director and the Artistic Director 
of ThinIce in Perth. Directing 
credits for Malthouse Theatre 

include Solaris, Cloudstreet, 
Melancholia, Bliss, Black Rider: The 

Casting of the Magic Bullets, The Real 
and Imagined History of the Elephant 

Man, Away, Edward II, Picnic 
at Hanging Rock, I Am a Miracle, 

Night on Bald Mountain, The Bloody 
Chamber, Dance of Death, Pompeii, 

L.A., On the Misconception of Oedipus,
Die Winterreise, and Tartuffe. For

Sydney Theatre Company he has 
directed The Trial, The Mysteries: 

Genesis, and The Duel. Other 
directing credits include Love 
Me Tender (Belvoir St Theatre) 
and Don’t Say the Words (Griffin 
Theatre Company). His opera 
directing credits include Make 

No Noise (Bavarian State Opera), 
Strauss’ Elektra (Opera Australia/

West Australian Opera), and 
Wagner’s The Flying Dutchman 

(New Zealand Opera).

CAST & CREATIVE BIOGRAPHIES CAST & CREATIVE BIOGRAPHIES 
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TIA CLARK 
Stage Manager

Tia is Malthouse Theatre's 
Production Coordinator. Prior 

to this, she was a Stage Manager 
for Malthouse Theatre, amongst 

other companies, since graduating 
from the Western Australian 
Academy of Performing Arts 

(WAAPA) in 2009. Select 
Malthouse Theatre credits 

include The Testament of Mary, 
The Real and Imagined History of 

the Elephant Man, Revolt. She Said. 
Revolt Again., Edward II, Picnic at 
Hanging Rock (with Black Swan 

State Theatre Company/Sydney 
Theatre Company), I Am a Miracle, 
Timeshare, Hello, Goodbye and Happy 

Birthday, Walking into the Bigness, 
Ugly Mugs (with Griffin Theatre 

Company), The Government Inspector 
(with Belvoir St Theatre), The 
Bloody Chamber, Dance of Death, 

Hate, A Golem Story, and Baal (with 
Sydney Theatre Company).  

Tia has also worked for companies 
including Chunky Move, Gordon 

Frost Organisation, and The 
Production Company. 

MARK PRITCHARD 
Dramaturg

Mark Pritchard is a dramaturg, 
and the New Work Manager 
at Malthouse Theatre. Recent 
credits for Malthouse Theatre 

include Hello, World!, Atomic, Going 
Down, Heart is a Wasteland, Little 

Emperors, Turbine, and Blak Cabaret. 
He was also dramaturg on Mormon 
Girl (Hot Mess Productions) and 

Wael Zuaiter: Unknown (Next Wave 
Festival). He co-directed Shotgun 
Wedding, The Séance, and Unfinished 

Business (NO SHOW). Mark is 
chair of the Green Room Awards 
Association Independent Theatre 

Panel, a recipient of the Mike 
Walsh Fellowship, and an alumnus 

of the Australia Council’s Future 
Leaders Program. He is one half 

of the Centre for Dramaturgy  
and Curation.

BRIDGET BALODIS 
Assistant Direction

Bridget trained as a director 
at Victorian College of the 

Arts and Australian National 
University. She works primarily 
with new Australian writing and 
is a member of theatre collective, 

New Working Group. As a 
dramaturg/director Bridget has 

developed work with playwrights 
Michele Lee, David Finningan, 
Dan Giovannoni, Amelia Evans, 
Morgan Rose, and Rachel Perks. 
Recent directing credits include 
She Is Vigilante (Theatre Works), 

Cybec Electric (Melbourne Theatre 
Company), MORAL PANIC 

(Darebin Arts), Desert, 6:29pm 
(Wuzhen Theatre Festival/Red 

Stitch Actors’ Theatre), GROUND 
CONTROL (Next Wave/Brisbane 

Festival), Jurassica (Red Stitch 
Actors’ Theatre/Critical Stages), 
and Kids Killing Kids (Next Wave 
Festival). In 2015 and 2016 she 
lived in New York, where she 

worked with downtown legends 
Elevator Repair Service and 

Wooster Group alumna, Anna 
Kohler. She was a part of the 
inaugural Melbourne Theatre 
Company’s Women Directors’ 

Program and has been a recipient 
of the Ian Potter Cultural Trust 
Award, Mike Walsh Fellowship, 

and Dame Joan Sutherland Award. 

KAT CHAN 
Costume Design

Kat Chan is a set and costume 
designer for theatre, dance, 

video, and installation. Originally 
trained as an architect, Kat 

worked in practices in Adelaide 
and Tokyo before moving to 

Melbourne. Select set and 
costume design credits include 

Torch the Place (Melbourne Theatre 
Company), From Silence, Control, 
Finding the Calm (The Australian 

Ballet), Mother (If Theatre/Belvoir 
St Theatre/QPAC), and The 

Australian Ugliness (Eugenia Lim/
Open House Melbourne). 

AMELIA LEVER-DAVIDSON 
Lighting Design

Amelia is a lighting designer 
based in Melbourne, whose 

practice encompasses theatre, 
dance, live art, television, and 
events. Theatre design credits 

include Australian Realness, Trustees, 
Turbine (Malthouse Theatre), 

Torch the Place, The Violent Outburst 
That Drew Me To You (Melbourne 
Theatre Company), My Brilliant 

Career, Every Brilliant Thing 
(Belvoir St Theatre), DIASPORA 

(Chamber Made), NEXT MOVE 11 
(Chunky Move), They Divided The 

Sky (25A Belvoir), MORAL PANIC, 
Contest, NICHE, Conviction, Dream 
Home (Darebin Arts), Hand to God 
(Vass Productions), Desert, 6:29pm, 

Jurassica, Foxfinder (Red Stitch 
Actors’ Theatre), Looking Glass, 
Triumph (fortyfivedownstairs), 

META (Malthouse Theatre, 
Helium), and MKA Double 

Feature (Melbourne Theatre 
Company NEON Festival). As 

lighting associate, The Nico Project 
(Melbourne Festival) and as tour 
lighting associate, Minnie & Liraz 
(Melbourne Theatre Company). 

Amelia has received multiple 
Green Room Awards nominations. 
Amelia was awarded for her work 

on DIASPORA, Contest, Looking 
Glass, and for her 2015  

body of work. 

J. DAVID FRANZKE
Composition & Sound Design

J.David Franzke is a composer,
sound designer, music mixer, and 

producer. His primary work is 
composing and designing for 
live performance in theatre. It 

also includes film, visual art 
installations, as well as the 

production of albums. Known 
for his bold and idiosyncratic 
scores, Franzke has worked 

with some of Australia’s most 
influential directors including, 

Simon Phillips, Matthew Lutton, 
Peter Houghton, Marion Potts, 
Michael Kantor, Pamela Rabe, 
and Richard Lowenstein. His 

work has toured both nationally 
and internationally most 

notably, Picnic at Hanging Rock for 
Malthouse Theatre. Franzke has 
received Green Room Awards for 
Composition and Sound Design 

for Melancholia, Away, Picnic at 
Hanging Rock, and Pompeii, L.A., 

with a contribution spanning 25 
years in Australia’s arts industry.
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COINTHA WALKEDEN 
Assistant Stage Manager

Cointha has contributed her 
management and technical 
skills to a broad scope of 

productions since graduating 
from Victorian College of 
the Arts in 2018. Cointha’s 
Malthouse Theatre credits 

include Australian Realness. Cointha 
has worked on Melbourne Opera’s 

productions and regional tours 
for The Flying Dutchman (Regent 
Theatre), FIDELIO (Athenaeum 
Theatre), Das Rheingold (Regent 

Theatre), and has stage managed 
for St Kilda Festival, The Perception 

Experiment (Arts House/GUTS 
Dance), The Cabin (Darebin 
Arts), and frequently works 
with Chunky Move and The 
Conservatorium of Music as 
a technician. Other notable 

credits include stage managing 
for Yo-Yo Ma’s recital for The Bach 

Project/CLIMARTE and Children 
of Saturn (Melbourne Fringe 

Festival). Cointha has worked 
on commercial music theatre 

auditions for GWB Entertainment, 
The Gordon Frost Organisation, 

Lynne Ruthven Casting, and 
for annual Melbourne events 

including the AFL Grand Final 
Parade and Moomba Festival. 

NATASHA NOEL 
Assistant Stage Manager

Natasha is a graduate of Victorian 
College of the Arts, she is excited 

to be back working with the 
incredible Malthouse Theatre 
team, previously working with 

them on Solaris. She is a confident 
and energetic stage manager 

who thrives in a collaborative 
and creative environment. Prior 

to this, Natasha was working 
as a dresser for Marriner 

Group, credits include Billy 
Elliot the Musical and War Horse 
(National Theatre Tour). She 
has also worked in multiple 

stage management roles across 
numerous productions including 

Sunday in the Park with George 
(Watch This), Ragtime (Production 

Company), and RENT (James 
Terry Collective). 

CECILY RABEY 
Deputy Stage Manager

Cecily has relocated to 
Melbourne and is a graduate 

from The Royal Central School 
of Speech and Drama in London. 

Because The Night is her second 
production at Malthouse Theatre. 

Cecily has worked nationally 
and internationally as a stage 

manager and production manager. 
Select credits include Wake in 

Fright (Malthouse Theatre), Daddy 
(Arts House), FLIGHT (Darkfield/

Realscape Productions), Angelo 
(Little Angel Theatre), and Lost 

Lending Library (Punchdrunk). 

LYNDIE LI WAN PO 
Deputy Stage Manager

Lyndie is a graduate of Victorian 
College of the Arts, she has 

worked as a stage manager and 
an assistant stage manager both 
nationally and internationally. 
Credits for Malthouse Theatre 
include The Importance of Being 

Earnest, Solaris, The Temple, Blasted, 
Going Down, Picnic at Hanging Rock, 
Wild Bore, Timeshare, I Am a Miracle, 

and The Good Person of Szechuan. 
Select credits include Token 

Armies, Common Ground (Chunky 
Move), Calamity Jane (One 

Eyed Productions), Funny Girl, 
Curtains, Dusty, Hello Dolly, Jesus 
Christ Superstar (The Production 
Company), Big Bad Wolf, Grug, 
Grug and the Rainbow (Windmill 

Theatre), Separation Street, Ants, and 
Cerita Anak (Polyglot Theatre). 

CAST & CREATIVE BIOGRAPHIES
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Building the world of Elsinore 
By Mark Pritchard, Dramaturg
The multi-writer approach to creating Because The Night meant 
that the creative process was much more collaborative. Usually, 
a single playwright would conceive the world in which the 
story takes place, write that into the script, which the creative 
team would then interpret. On this project we had three writers 
working together to construct the story from the perspectives of 
six characters, so the task of making sure everyone was writing in 
the same ‘world’ became part of my responsibility as dramaturg.

We decided early on that we wanted to pull the story out of its 
original context and rework it into a world of our own imagining. 
We wanted to mash up lots of different cultural reference points 
and explore a world that was both medieval and modern, a nation 
and a small town, and with many layers that would serve our 
fictional story but also feel relevant to now. But we also wanted 
it to feel real and engaging—not a jumble of displaced cultural 
references, but a cohesive and compelling world of its own.  
We had to get the big theatrical gestures right, but also be ready 
for our audience to explore the world in detail. 

As the writers started mapping out the story, I worked as an 
‘outside eye’ to the conversation, asking questions, and offering 
provocations. Why didn’t Hamlet inherit the throne? What ever happened 
to Ophelia’s mother? Does Laertes have a job? If Claudia is going to be more 
than a cartoon villain, what reason did she have to assassinate her own brother? 
Shakespeare keeps his version focussed on one character’s dilemma 
(Hamlet), so many of these questions sit in the background.

With the immersive nature of this show, we quickly realised we 
were telling not just the stories of six characters, but of a whole 
world. We drew a lot of inspiration from video game design, 
where the player (the audience) is their own protagonist, and that 
the rooms you enter will tell you a lot about the world you’re in. 
The truth of the story can be felt in the small details: How has an 
old world monarchy (with no democratic institutions) survived into the 20th 
century? What are the major industries of this country, and how do they shape 
the national identity? Who are the working class, and how do they feel about 
the dramas that go on inside the palace?

My research folder for this project grew pretty quickly, with all 
manner of strange details—information on the economics of the 
forestry industry, how royal succession systems work, legal  
and illegal duelling traditions, or the politics of governing a 
microstate. Some of these research areas became rabbit holes of 
backstory for small details, while others became the foundation  
for major plot points. 

TITLE GOES HERE CONTEXTUAL  
     INFORMATION
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Claudia goes to visit Hamlet at the Royal Crypt, where the troubled Prince has been trying to 
communicate with his late father. She tries to comfort him in his grief, but he turns on her—calling her a 
liar, a thief, and accuses her of treason. His words cut to the core of her guilt: she knows that he knows that 
it was she who killed the King. 

Gertrude comes to Hamlet clutching drawings she’s pinched from Ophelia’s room—ghastly drawings of her 
late husband with blood pouring from his mouth. For Gertrude they’re evidence that Ophelia is mad, but 
for Hamlet Ophelia is the only one with any integrity. Hamlet accuses his mother of treason, and reveals 
his conviction that Claudia is the King’s killer. 

Gertrude shames him and runs off, leaving Hamlet alone with the fear that the world has turned on him. 
He throws himself headlong into his knife-combat training, working himself into such a state that when 
Polonius tries to grab his attention, he panics, and stabs him repeatedly. He comes to, realises what he’s 
done—that he has killed a senior counsellor, his girlfriend’s father. 

Phones go off across the palace, as the monarchy goes into damage control. Gertrude and Claudia are 
determined to keep the Prince’s crime under wraps, and stop Laertes from telling the world. Claudia 
convinces Laertes that the only way he’ll ever avenge his father’s death is to challenge Hamlet to a duel. 
Seeing the chance to get rid of Hamlet for good, Claudia arms Laertes with a dagger laced with Spurge sap 
—a lethal poison that will ensure his success. 

Laertes meets Ophelia in her bedroom in the hour before the duel. She tells him what she found in the old 
book that was confiscated from their mother. It’s final chapter was a premonition that the forest would one 
day come to take revenge on the monarchy, if we take the three remaining royals out to the ancient site 
where the Forest People once made their sacrifices.

And so the duel is set for sunset at the Old Mill, way out in the forest beyond the eyes of the people, as a 
storm begins to brew. Queen Claudia leads the ritual calling the duellists into the arena, but in a last minute 
switch Ophelia takes Laertes’ place as the challenger. She’s a much better fighter, but Claudia begins to 
panic as she realises Hamlet might win. 

Ophelia turns on Claudia, and outs her for having laced Laertes’ dagger with Spurge sap—the same sap 
that killed the King. Claudia admits she killed the King, but only to stop his elaborate plans to use Spurge 
sap to poison the Crosscutters. But Gertrude’s heart is broken, as she realises her lover was trying to kill 
her son. And in the distance Laertes hears fireworks—and realises the Crosscutters would now be going 
through with their revolutionary attack. 

Hamlet comes at Claudia with a knife, but Claudia grabs the pistol that has fallen from Gertrude’s pocket 
and holds it up at Hamlet. Seeing the unfolding collapse of the family, and the sound of tree branches 
landing on the roof, Ophelia and Laertes back away and run from the mill. Claudia, Gertrude and Hamlet 
remain locked in a standoff, as the wild Elsinore forest beats down on the roof. As giant branches falli on 
the roof, they drop their weapons, realising the mill is about to collapse on them, and that this is the end of 
the Elsinore family line. 

Blackout.

Because The Night synopsis
Welcome to Elsinore
The King is Dead
A new Queen commences
A Prince is suspicious
The workers rebellious
And the forest: hungry

It’s the morning after Queen Claudia’s coronation, and Polonius is already interrupting her. Last night a 
counsellor was attacked in the streets, and Polonius believes it to be a deliberate attack by a member of the 
Crosscutters union. He wants Claudia to take swift action against them, but Claudia is not the monarch her 
late brother was: she wants to meet with the Crosscutters and find a more amiable solution to the strikes 
that have shutdown Elsinore’s mills for weeks now. And with the annual Elsinore Carnival in full swing, she 
believes change is in the air.

Meanwhile, Polonius’ daughter Ophelia is training in the royal gym. She’s tormented by strange dreams of 
her dead mother, a screaming forest, a triangle of trees, and now a vision of the late King Hamlet coughing 
up blood. And last night the late King spoke to her, a name that could be the key to his mysterious death, 
that of his sister: Claudia. Her boyfriend Prince Hamlet takes her visions as true—it confirms his suspicions 
that Claudia is corrupt—but Ophelia knows something bigger is going on out there in the Great Forest of 
Elsinore. The forest is trying to tell her something.

The late King’s wife Queen Gertrude (now officially ‘Dowager Queen’) thinks Ophelia is trouble. She was 
acting strangely at the Coronation, and has been since her mother’s tragic death, so Gertrude calls in Laertes 
(her brother) to fetch her. She tells him how crucial the Elsinore bloodline is to the country’s survival, and 
that Ophelia may no longer be the right fit. But for Laertes it’s the palace that’s the real threat to the country: 
the toxic culture of this place is what sent his mother over their edge. 

So if the Crosscutters have plans to hijack tonight’s Carnival fireworks display, then he’s inclined to help 
them. But Gertrude drops hints to Laertes that the new monarch is planning to negotiate with the workers, 
and give them the land rights they’ve long fought for. He’s now got a matter of hours to find them and 
convince them to abort their attack. 

Polonius also has the feeling that the Crosscutters need to be dealt with, and starts to wonder whether Queen 
Claudia is going to be the ally he’d hoped she’d be. And when Gertrude suggests to him that Ophelia is no 
longer fit to be Prince Hamlet’s future wife and Queen, he feels the power he once had as King Hamlet’s chief 
advisor slip away. He runs to Hamlet to secure his support, but Hamlet is on his own warpath, convinced that 
Ophelia’s dream proves that Claudia was his father’s killer. Polonius rejects this outright, for fear that Ophelia 
be tried for treason. He continues his pursuit of the Crosscutters to find their secret hideout, only to catch his 
son in the act of trying to help these enemies of the government. 

Ophelia comes looking for Laertes—she wants to know what he knows about the history of the forest, and 
the strange book their mother used to write in, with bizarre stories of killer trees and pagan rituals. He tells 
her its locked up with all the confiscated books—in the King’s library. Ophelia grabs bolt cutters and breaks 
into the library, and uncovers the book, which is full of stories, prayers, and diary entries from women 
throughout Elsinore’s history. The book takes her on a journey through Elsinore’s dark past—the violence 
of colonisation, the cruelty of the monarchy, and a prophecy that the forest itself will one day take back the 
land if a sacrifice is not made in time.

In the Royal Office, Claudia begins rehearsing the many speeches she must deliver over the next few days. 
She has a strong vision for this country, and with the backing of the Counsellors she’ll be able to make peace 
with the timber workers. And now that King Hamlet is dead, she and Gertrude can bring their affair out of 
the shadows—if it wasn’t for Prince Hamlet. He’s acting out, mocking her, and his eyes are watching her 
every move. 

 CONTEXTUAL  
     INFORMATION

KING XVI
HAMLET
(deceased)

QUEEN
MARIANNE

(deceased)

ELOISE
(deceased)

POLONIUS
(Senior Councillor)

LAERTES OPHELIA
PRINCE  

HAMLET

KING
HAMLET XVII
(recently deceased)

QUEEN  
GERTRUDE
(now 'Dowager' 

Queen)

QUEEN  
CLAUDIA

(the new  
'Queen Regent')
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◊ The theatre style is Immersive Theatre

◊ The script was inspired by Matthew Lutton’s concept for the play

◊ The script was developed and written inhouse at The Malthouse  
(and sometimes over Zoom)

◊ The script is inspired by the myth of Hamlet, but is not a direct adaptation of 
the original play

◊ The characters take their names from the play Hamlet and the town, 
Elsinore. However, the world of the play, the themes, ideas, and the text are 
completely new

◊ The audience are mobile and move through the spaces. Audience members 
are not directed to go in any specific direction or particular order but make 
up their own mind as they journey through the labyrinth of spaces

◊ There are over 30 purpose designed and built spaces that form the set 
design

◊ The enormous set occupies the entire footprint of The Malthouse including 
the Merlyn Theatre, Beckett Theatre, back of house spaces, and carpark

◊ There are two performances a night, with Education matinees on Thursday 
(during Term 2 & 3), and public matinees on Saturday

◊ Audiences begin their journey into Elsinore from one of three entrances

◊ Each performance runs for approximately 90 minutes

◊ There are two separate ensembles of six actors each

Because The Night is an immersive theatre show. The performance 
is experienced by moving through the sprawling world of Elsinore as 
the story plays out around you. The actors in this production cannot 
'see' you, and will never touch or talk to you. You are a silent witness 
to their stories. 
The audience enter Elsinore from one of three entrance rooms: the Bedroom, the Gymnasium, 
or the Royal Office. The story commences with different characters' perspectives before you are 
invited to explore the expanse that awaits you. Follow the characters as their stories intersect and the 
adventure unfolds, or go off the beaten track to discover the secrets of the town. Every choice you 
make is the right choice, for whatever path you take will uncover the mysteries of Because The Night.

If you are experiencing Because The Night as a group, it is recommended you start at different 
entrances. Whether you choose to explore together, or split up to discover the world alone, 
your journey is yours to take as you wish.

DICTIONARY DEFINITION OF IMMERSIVE: (of a game, performance, work of art etc.) that seems 
to surround the player or viewer so they feel totally involved in the experience. (The Oxford Dictionary)

Immersive Theatre really came to the fore through the work of Felix Barrett MBE. Barrett is the 
founder and Artistic Director of the UK-based theatre company Punchdrunk. His exploration 
and development of what was originally termed ‘promenade theatre’ led to the now more broadly 
recognised theatre style of Immersive Theatre. There have been a number of immersive theatre 
shows—Tamara (by John Krizanc, 1981), Woyzeck (Punchdrunk, 2000), Trainspotting (In Your Face 
Theatre, 2013 to present), and Alice’s Adventures Underground (Les Enfants Terribles, 2015 to present). 
But it was Punchdrunk’s version of Sleep No More (2009 to present) that really caught hold of the 
theatre world and its audiences. Sleep No More, like the other immersive plays in this suite, is site 
specific—in this case set down in the McKittrick Hotel, New York and the piece allows the audience 
to move through the performance spaces according to their own free choice. Leaving the audience 
to make their own decisions about when and where they go during the performance is a hallmark 
of this theatre style.

The Immersive Theatre audience may be silent observers or have a degree of interaction with 
the actors and/or spaces. Sometimes the audience members wear items of costume or masks to 
enhance anonymity and provide a human backdrop to the action of the play. There is no fourth 
wall and consequently the dynamics of the more traditional actor-audience relationship are radically 
altered. This type of theatre provides different challenges to the director, the actors, and the 
creatives. An audience that is not seated is unpredictable and all members of the production team 
have to anticipate variations and think of creative solutions. For example, actors need to have an 
alternative plan for blocking in case an audience member is positioned where the action or that 
particular scene normally occurs. 

Immersive Theatre demands different things of its audience. The immersive experience can be 
challenging and confronting in different ways for an audience member. There needs to be a new 
contract of understanding and trust established between the audience, the actors, and the people 
who are charged with wrangling the audience in the performance spaces. These people might 
be dressed as characters. Or, they may be ushers or leaders who take responsibility for a group. 
Often audience members are left to their own devices and permitted to make their own free choices 
about where they go within the spaces. Sometimes the audience is allowed to speak and interact 
with the actors. At other times the audience is asked to remain mute. Audience members might 
be able to handle props or seat themselves in or on the set. All these different audience behaviours 
and responses are what make Immersive Theatre such a unique theatrical experience.
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Q&A WITH MATTHEW LUTTON

1. What was the initial inspiration behind making this epic piece of theatre?       

2. What are the main themes and ideas underpinning the narrative of  
Because The Night?

3. Who did you collaborate with early in your process? 

4. You have directed many productions on The Malthouse stage, but the form of 
this show makes different demands on the actors and audience. Could you tell  
us about some of the more challenging aspects of directing a script like this? 
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Q&A WITH MARG HORWELL, MATILDA WOODROOFE & KAT CHAN

1. Who else do you work with during the process and how?

2. Marg, your role is focussed on the interior design of the space, and Dale Ferguson  
focussed on the architecture of the set. Can you explain why the set design roles were  
split in this way? How did you and Dale collaborate?

3. Can you tell us about your process for developing the designs for the show? 

4. What were the main concepts or themes that underpinned your design? 

5. Matilda, the design plays such an important role in establishing the world of the play, and  
the different sides of Elsinore. How is the set design used to represent the different groups? 

6. What impact are you trying to provoke through your design choices? 

7. A project of this magnitude must have caused some headaches along the way.   
What was the most difficult aspect of creating and realising the design? 

8. Kat, you also designed costumes for the audience. What was the design brief for  
these and what impact do you want them to have?

9. Tell us about one specific room and how you went about designing it? 

INTERVIEW—MATTHEW LUTTON
(Concept, Direction & Text)

INTERVIEW—MARG HORWELL (Set Design, Interiors), 
MATILDA WOODROOFE (Associate Set Design, Interiors)  
& KAT CHAN (Costume Design)

https://vimeo.com/525896486#t=180s
https://vimeo.com/525896486#t=30s
https://vimeo.com/525896486#t=275s
https://vimeo.com/525896486#t=395s
https://vimeo.com/525868334#t=174s
https://vimeo.com/525868334#t=37s
https://vimeo.com/525868334#t=255s
https://vimeo.com/525868334#t=496s
https://vimeo.com/525868334#t=791s
https://vimeo.com/525868334#t=907s
https://vimeo.com/525868334#t=1101s
https://vimeo.com/525868334#t=1367s
https://vimeo.com/525868334#t=1429s
https://vimeo.com/525896486
https://vimeo.com/525868334


Matthew Lutton and Bridget Balodis are in rehearsals for our upcoming 
immersive production Because The Night. This is a major new 
adventure for us as a company on so many levels, so we grabbed them on 
a coffee break to hear about their approach as directors, and gain some 
insights into how a show like this gets made.

You're making a large scale immersive show across a maze of 32 rooms. You've two casts of six 
actors, with three writers wrangling multiple simultaneous narratives. How do you rehearse 
something like that?

B: The first two weeks felt like a pretty traditional process on the floor. Scene work is still scene 
work, so you’re approaching the text in the same way. Then we hit week three and four, and started 
to look at all the other aspects of the show we needed to plan for: how the actors travel between 
rooms, and how to keep the show running on time when the actors are in separate rooms.  
That's the process that we're in the midst of at the moment, and it’s quite different to what we'd 
normally do.

M: I agree. The detailing work with the actors in the scenes is pretty similar to a normal theatre 
making process, but the assembly of it is very unusual.

B: Having the sound designer David Franzke in rehearsal, and an amazing stage management team, 
has been essential. There are always three to six strands of simultaneous narrative, so it's a huge 
logistical challenge assembling this production. There's five in the rehearsal stage management 
team, handling both the scheduling and the backend plotting of how each character moves 
through the show.

M: Now that we're doing all the joining, the requirement on the actors is shifting. There is 
'psychological mapping' work to clarify what makes the character or the actor move from room to 
room. In some ways that map is character-based, but it's often created and determined by the actor. 
What makes sense to the actor will make sense for an audience viewing it. So it needs to be choices 
that they have conviction to do.

You wouldn't usually be staging the in-between time. 

B: Yes—normally an actor would come off stage, and get to just be themselves for 10 minutes 
before the next scene. But here they have to stay in character the whole time, and fill every minute 
with some kind of action.

M: And it's also not necessarily continuous and linear. 10 minutes in the play might be several 
hours passing, with scenes having occurred for them that we don't witness. So how do they 
maintain that continuity of action, and also do those psychological jumps? Even though you're 
performing in real time, your character is not existing in real time.

B: And any private moments for your character are potentially going to happen in front of people.

And you've got two sets of actors you're interpreting the same roles and trying to solve the 
same challenges. How are you finding that?

B: It's not as difficult as I thought it could have been. Our approach has been to keep the casts very 
separate. The actors are allowed to make their own decisions on the floor, and not be influenced 
by what the other cast is doing. That gives them a lot of ownership over their choices, and has 
actually meant that there are slightly different feels in some moments.

I think only a couple of times a really strong offer has come from one cast, and we've sort of put that 
on the table for the other cast, but it's always their choice whether they want to take it up.

M: It has reminded me how an actor's conviction in their choice can make writing sing based entirely 
on their conviction. There are some scenes where it's the same text, and the story's the same, but 
actors will approach a beat or a thought or a few lines of texts in very different ways. And it doesn't 
feel like either is incorrect. I wouldn't even rank one as having any greater impact than the other. 
They just have different impacts. So there's scope for the text to communicate X or Y, but if it's 
delivered with conviction then it engages. So often I feel like we're responding as directors to where 
that convicting choice comes from.

B: And that comes down to casting ultimately. What's the lived experience of the actor? What's 
actually inside them? What makes sense for them as an offer? You can't impose that—whatever comes 
out of them and works is what you're doing.

M: The actors often come up with very different understandings of what's not being said. And then 
they'll be using the design in different ways to map those subtexts—certain objects will be very 
important for one actor at a pivotal moment, but for the other actor it'll be something different. 
They'll say 'It's very important for me to see the King’s portrait in this scene', but for the other actor 
that's irrelevant. It is what is serving the inner psychological circuitry that has been developed.

It's such a thorough world that we're building through the design. Are you finding that's 
becoming a different player in how other parts of the story are told?

M: There's two things going on. One is that we use the rooms for the actors as emotional prompts. 
I think you can bounce a scene around by seeing someone who's deceased, or seeing your lover, 
visually signified in a room. Those objects can push and pull you psychologically, so I think we are 
often using objects to trigger the characters.

But the thing that I was actually just contemplating this weekend is how the actor is also a story-
navigator for the audience. Where there's no dialogue, an actor has a responsibility to direct an 
audience's attention to that picture...

B: So they're activating the room as a site of narrative for the audience.

M: For the actor it might feel like the character has repeatedly grieved over that picture, but it 
might serve an audience's journey really well for their attention to be brought to the loss of that 
family member. And I think the need to share the story with the audience overrides the character 
psychology.

The audience is going to be such a live and unpredictable presence in the room. How are you 
factoring them into your process?

B: Right from the first week, Matt and I would move around the actors, so that they're never playing 
to the 'front' like they normally would on an end-on stage. We're constantly changing our gaze, and 
getting them ready to play from all angles. So we're often upon on our feet in the space with them.

Right now we’re working on a kind of vocabulary for the actors on how to work with the audience, 
and respond to or manage them when they need to. And then of course we've got a week of test 
audiences, who'll teach us a whole lot more. We'll try and predict as much as we can and then be 
ready to learn a lot from those first sets of audiences.

M: I really like how you articulate it: we've been building up a vocabulary. A handbook of 
hypothetical situations, and what an actor's responses could be. We’re rehearsing it like a game, 
improvising in response to different disruptions. It's a new kind of training.

INTERVIEW: MATTHEW & BRIDGET ON  
REHEARSING BECAUSE THE NIGHT
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Matt, your work often involves big stage imagery and spatial transformations—very operatic.  
Is the craft the same on this kind of project?

M: I always daydream about being able to have this many locations onstage: to go from a library, to a 
forest, to a room full of blood. You can use a revolving stage, or stage mechanics course, but here the 
32 stage images have then been realised as 32 complete designs. So a similar daydreaming of imagery, 
but then a very different way of placing and executing it.

But also here we have far less control. These rooms are sets with four walls that the audience can 
move around in and see the action from every angle. So instead we’re creating—to use the word—
an immersive image for the audience to scan. I can't control the gaze, but I can just create the 
surrounding environment for you to gaze at.

And Bridget you're running a second rehearsal room at some points with a different process going 
on. What kind of work are you doing with the actors?

B: One of the most interesting things we've done in the secondary rehearsal room is mark up a floor 
plan of the entire set. 30+ rooms in miniature, so the actors can stand in the set, walk around, and 
work out what their paths are going to be.

And I think it's worked really well actually: I spend enough time in the room with Matt to know what 
his thrust is within the scenes, what his notes are. So then I'm just giving the actors more time to get 
that more detailed work done.

Can you talk a bit more about how the director/assistant director relationship works? It feels like 
your role is pretty essential.

B: Assistant directing can be a really difficult role, and you can feel a bit spare to the process.  
But I have felt really involved and valued. Especially with two casts, you know, they need the time.

M: I feel like the way you described the process was really accurate. When I've got the cast it's like 
trying to put the biggest cogs in place. All the goals and psychological markers. And then it needs 
a lot of time to run it in, and let it evolve, deepen, be fleshed out. I feel like I'm often putting the 
skeleton in, and then asking 'can you make sure it's strong and in the body of the performer?'

B: I've been also running those things that do just take repetition, like fight choreography. Because 
it's such a massive show, it doesn't make sense for Matt to be spending his time doing a fight call 
again and again and again. So it's a bit of divide and conquer.

M: We both see a moment in a scene and go 'Everyone knows what we're aiming for, it just needs 
repetition.' So to be able to go to Bridget to do that work is incredibly helpful.

Trust must be so important.

B: Yes. And it felt quite natural that we both can look at something on the floor, and with a nod or a 
quick check in, we know what to do next.

M: I think having two casts makes that easier too. When both casts are striving towards similar 
emotional touchstones and story points, it clarifies what the real touchstones and story points are  
for each scene.

So what's the next step in the process?

B: Moving to the set!

M: Mass spatialisation. Moving from imagining the world in the rehearsal room to actually exploring 
them on the set. I think it might be a bit of a scary process for some of us, when it's not exactly 
what they've been visualising, and not letting that panic set in as we adjust the plan. And also space 
equals time in this show—learning the amount of time it takes to walk from place to place. We're all 
guessing it, but really we'll learn in the next two weeks about how that shifts our experience of time.

How are you going to keep refining a show that's in so many rooms all at the same time?

M: Lots of eyes and ears, and then regrouping. I think it's gonna be a constant process of having 
eyes and ears everywhere, then coming back and getting collective feedback.

B: We've got quite a lot of time with the actors on set before adding lights and sound. Getting 
them very comfortable navigating the set and aligning their timings, so all the mechanics are in 
place before we tech the show.

M: The cast need to feel confident in how the show should run, so they can tell us if it's gone off 
the track. We'll rely on them to self-direct and call out any issues and technical errors. That would 
not usually be an actor's role in the production, but I quite like it. They're members of a large 
ensemble, but at the same time they're all doing their own solo shows.

B: And they're immersed too. It's not just an immersive experience for the audience, it's an 
immersive experience for the actors. They're in the middle of it, in the rooms, managing the 
technical elements as well as their own performance.

M: There is no backstage.

B: There's NO backstage. There's no one you can signal. You're in it. It's on. You know?

M: I think the really interesting thing I'm curious about is how your relationship to time works in 
the show—for actors and for audience. Whether sitting in a room looking at a picture for three 
minutes feels deathly long for either actor or audience, or really charged. It's that thing of when 
you lose time, when you have no idea how long you've been doing it, because you've been so 
absorbed in it. And I just don't think we're going to know about how elastic time is until we get in 
there.

Explore the Engine 
Room Blog

INTERVIEW: MATTHEW & BRIDGET ON  
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THEATRE STUDIES UNIT 3  
AREA OF STUDY 3, OUTCOME 3

SUGGESTED INITIAL ACTIVITIES

 ACTIVITY 1

The first activity should involve familiarising yourself with the script. 
You need to read the script prior to attending the play. There are many 
ways to read the script. You might read it alone or as a class, or in 
smaller groups. Make sure you take notes while reading through the 
script. Follow the suggested dot points below. These notes will help you 
with the tasks following your reading of the script. 

Key initial written script study tasks and questions: make your own notes first 
and then go through the questions linked to each dot point. 

◊ Make brief notes about the characters 

 / Who are they? What are their relationships to each other? Are there any unique 
characteristics amongst the characters? What is their ‘world’ like? There are two separate 
ensembles of six actors. How might the director approach rehearsing two casts?

◊ Write or sketch some of your own ideas about aspects of different design areas

 / Consider how the costume designer might costume the characters to reflect the context 
and themes of the play? Can you find specific script references to any of the characters 
or the contexts that could inform design decisions?

 / The audience are present in the space —they are observers of the action of the play. 
They need to be an anonymous presence but they are visible to the actors and each other. 
How might audience anonymity be achieved through costume and/or set design decisions?

◊ Isolate language or references that you don’t understand

 / How does the spoken dialogue and specific references help the audience understand 
the context of the play? 

 / Are there any words, phrases or references that you are unsure of? Find out the meanings 
of any of these words, phrases or references before you attend the performance so that your 
understanding isn’t compromised

◊ Note moments in the script that evoke strong reactions or emotions

 / Can you isolate sections of the script where you experienced strong emotions for a 
character, situation or idea? How might this moment be portrayed in performance?

◊ Isolate some key scenes or key moments of dialogue

 / Which scenes do you consider significant and why? How might these moments be 
theatrically realised and conveyed to an audience through design choices, directorial 
decisions or acting? 

◊ Note important plot points

First, let’s take a look at the requirements of this task.  
Unit 3, Area of Study 3 is focussed on analysing and evaluating an 
interpretation of a script in production. You are required to: 

1. Analyse and evaluate the relationship between the written script and its 
interpretation on the stage

2. Study the ways the interpretation on stage draws on and interprets the 
contexts of the script examining what decisions have been made about 
acting, direction, design, the use of theatre technologies, and elements of 
theatre composition*

3. Evaluate the ways theatre practitioners such as the director, actors, designers 
or dramaturg have contributed to the interpretation on stage

4. Study how the implied theatre styles and contexts in the script are 
interpreted when the play is performed to an audience

5. Develop theatre terminology and expressions that describe how the script 
has been interpreted imaginatively and creatively

*For a definition of this new area of knowledge see Acting Smart Theatre Studies, Version 8, page 16
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 ACTIVITY 1 (CONTINUED)

Create a chart that visually depicts where you think the most important plot points 
or highest points of dramatic tension in the script occur. Keep this chart to refer to 
after you have seen the play in performance. Following your viewing of the play, 
you can make an analysis and evaluation of how the elements of theatre composition 
supported these moments during the production.

◊ Write or discuss some initial ideas about how the play might be interpreted through design 

 / What decisions might the set, costume, sound, and lighting designers make to create a sense of the 
two different worlds of the play? 

 / Can you find references in the script to the different environments and spaces that would inspire 
designs?

◊ Try to identify any challenges within the script and speculate as to how they might be overcome

Over 30 separate performance spaces and a mobile audience! There is great complexity 
involved in the operation and presentation of this play and the production team faced 
some unusual challenges. Cueing the sound, lights, and special effects across so many 
diverse spaces and guiding a mobile audience safely through a labyrinth of spaces took some 
high-level problem solving. Consider how such a complex piece of theatre might work.

◊ Consider the theatre style used in the play

 / Immersive theatre is a distinct theatre style with specific conventions. Which techniques might 
be utilised for this production? You might consider direction, acting, design, and implementation 
of theatre technologies

◊ Watch the video with Marg Horwell (Set Design, Interiors), Matilda Woodroofe (Associate Set 
Design, Interiors), and Kat Chan (Costume Design) and reflect on/discuss their commentary 
regarding the challenge of designing a set that is of such a large scale and multiple briefs to fulfill

 / What do Marg and Matilda think are the most important features of the interior set design?

 / Describe how the set is intended to function and support the performance? 

 / What is the intended function of the audience costumes and how might this impact the actor-
audience relationship? 

◊ Watch the Prompt Pack video interview with Matthew Lutton (Concept, Direction & Text) and 
isolate his main intentions for the play. Note any challenges he refers to in the interview and consider 
how these might be overcome

 / How might Matthew direct these challenging scenes and/or his actors to achieve the impact 
he wants?

The answers to these questions should help you to make links between the written script and the 
interpretation on stage.

SUGGESTED INITIAL ACTIVITIES
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When you attend the play give the performance your full attention. You 
will be not be able to make notes during the performance. It is best to 
write things down soon after you have seen the play. Go through your 
experience systematically —arrival to finish.

◊ Jot down your thoughts and emotions

◊ Make a summary of the storyline of the play

◊ Create some sketches of the different spaces and any design details you noticed

◊ Try to recall any sound or lighting effects and reflect on their purpose and impact on the 
audience

◊ Reflect and comment on the actor-audience relationship

◊ Reflect on how the play in performance differed to what you imagined it would be like based 
on your reading of the written script

 ACTIVITY 2

The next activity requires an examination of contexts. Contextual 
research and knowledge underpin every aspect of the study of an 
interpretation of a play. Context informs and influences every decision 
that the creatives in various production roles make. To fulfill the second 
requirement (#2) you will need to examine various contexts.

Contexts for suggested research

◊ The reasons behind the development of this script

◊ The background of the playwrights who created the script for the stage and how they 
collaborated on the script

◊ The contexts evident or implied in the script 

The contextual information in this Prompt Pack provides a springboard for your research and some 
content for discussion. Watch the videos provided. While reading and watching, it is suggested 
that you make notes and conduct some broader research of your own. These notes will enable you 
to analyse and evaluate how the interpretation on the stage drew on the different contexts in the 
written script. And, how the contextual information influenced the decisions made about the acting, 
direction, design, the use of theatre technologies, and elements of theatre composition.

ATTENDING THE PLAYSUGGESTED INITIAL ACTIVITIES
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 ACTIVITY 1

It is not necessary to read the script prior to seeing the performance for 
Unit 4, Outcome 3. It would be helpful to develop an understanding of 
Immersive Theatre as a theatre style so that you can make an informed 
analysis and evaluation of how the actors and creatives have worked 
within the conventions of this style. However, it is suggested that it is 
beneficial to your understanding of the characters, the theatre style/s, 
and the potential for aspects of design to read the script below.

Because this is a new work that has never been staged before there are no past productions or 
critical reviews to read in order to gain some information about the play. So, in the absence of any 
back history, reading the script could be very helpful.

You need to read the script prior to attending the play. There are many ways to read the script. 
You might read it alone or as a class, or in smaller groups. Make sure you take notes while reading 
through the script. Follow the suggested dot points below. These notes will help you to develop an 
understanding of aspects of the production before you attend the performance. 

Key initial written script study tasks and questions: make your own notes first 
and then go through the questions linked to each dot point.

◊ Make brief notes about the characters

 / Who are they? 

 / What is each character’s function and purpose within the narrative? 

 / What are the characters’ relationships to each other? 

 / Are there any unique characteristics or traits amongst the characters?  

 / What is their ‘world’ like?

 / Select three characters and make an examination of their status, objective, and motivation

◊ Step into the shoes of the director

 / There are two separate ensembles of six actors. How might the director approach 
rehearsing two casts?

 / Isolate a dramatic moment or scene within the script. Consider how you might direct your 
chosen excerpt to convey the intended meaning and atmosphere

 / Immersive Theatre is a challenging theatre style (see the notes on Immersive Theatre). How 
might a director prepare his cast for their performances? 

THEATRE STUDIES UNIT 4 
AREA OF STUDY 3, OUTCOME 3

Let’s take a look at the requirements of this task. Unit 4, Area of Study 3 
is focussed on analysing and evaluating acting, direction, and design in 
a production. You are required to: 

1. Analyse the character/s in the production including function and purpose, 
objective/s, motivation/s, status, and traits

2. Analyse and evaluate the interpretation of a script by actor/s, director/s, and 
designer/s

3. Analyse the use of focus, the acting space, and verbal and/or non-verbal 
language

4. Analyse and evaluate: 

 / The acting, directorial, and design decisions made in interpreting  
the script

 / The application of elements of theatre composition in interpreting  
a script

 / The use of acting and design in performance

 / The establishment and maintenance of the actor-audience relationship

5. Analyse the ways actors, directors, and designers work with the theatre 
style/s utilised in the production

6. Use theatre terminology and expression appropriately

SUGGESTED INITIAL ACTIVITIES

Because The Night 
Script
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 ACTIVITY 1 (CONTINUED)

◊ Write or sketch some of your own ideas about aspects of different design areas

 / Consider how the costume designer might costume the characters to reflect their status, their 
context, and themes of the play? 

 / Can you find any specific script references to any of the characters or contexts that could directly 
inform design decisions?

 / What design elements do you think might be crucial to have in the acting space?

 / The audience are present in the space—they are observers of the action of the play. They need to 
be an anonymous presence but they are visible to the actors and each other. Their movement is 
unplanned. How might the presence and positioning of the audience enhance or detract from the 
performance? 

◊ Isolate language or references that you don’t understand

 / How does the spoken dialogue and specific references help the audience understand the context of 
the play? 

 / Are there any words, phrases or references that you are unsure of? Find out the meanings of any of 
these words, phrases or references before you attend the performance so that your understanding 
isn’t compromised

 / Explore the potential use of accent

 / How might an actor use non-verbal language and the acting space to assist understanding of their 
status and interrelationships with other characters?

◊ Isolate some key scenes or key moments of dialogue

 / Which scenes do you consider significant and why? 

 / How might these moments be theatrically realised and conveyed to an audience through design 
choices, directorial decisions or acting? 

◊ Note important plot points

 ACTIVITY 1 (CONTINUED)

Create a chart that visually depicts where you think the most important plot points 
or highest points of dramatic tension in the script occur. Select one moment and 
describe which elements of theatre composition a director, a designer, and an actor 
might apply to realise this moment in performance.  

Keep this chart to refer to after you have seen the play in performance. Following 
your viewing of the play, you can make an analysis and evaluation of how the 
elements of theatre composition supported these moments during the performance.

◊ Write or discuss some initial ideas about how the play might be interpreted through design

 / What decisions might the set, costume, sound, and lighting designers make to support the two 
different worlds of the play? 

 / Can you find references in the script to the different environments and spaces that might inspire 
designs?

◊ Consider the theatre style used in the play

 / Immersive Theatre is a distinct theatre style with specific conventions. Explore which relevant 
techniques and skills of this style might be needed by the actors to convey the intended meaning and 
themes of the play? 

◊ Watch the video with Marg Horwell (Set Design, Interiors), Matilda Woodroofe  
(Associate Set Design, Interiors), and Kat Chan (Costume Design) and reflect on/discuss their 
commentary regarding the challenge of designing a set that can support the action of the play  
and convey the different contexts

 / What do Marg and Matilda think are the most important features of the interior set?

 / Describe how the set is intended to function and support the actors in performance

◊ Watch the Prompt Pack video interview with Matthew Lutton (Concept, Direction & Text) and 
isolate his main intentions for the play. Note any challenges he refers to in the interview and consider 
how these might be overcome

 / How might Matthew direct his actors to achieve the understanding and impact he wants?

The answers to these questions should help you to discover evidence of the work of the director, 
designers, and actors that will support the interpretation on stage.

SUGGESTED INITIAL ACTIVITIES SUGGESTED INITIAL ACTIVITIES
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 ACTIVITY 2

This activity requires an examination of contexts. Contextual research 
and knowledge underpin every aspect of the study of an interpretation of 
a play. Context informs and influences every decision that the creatives in 
various production roles make. To fulfill the second requirement (#2) you 
will need to examine various contexts. 

Contexts for suggested research

◊ The reasons behind the development of this script

◊ The background of the playwrights who created the script for the stage and how they 
collaborated on the script

◊ The contexts evident or implied in the script

The contextual information in this Prompt Pack provides a springboard for your research and some 
content for discussion. Watch the videos provided. While reading and watching it is suggested 
that you make notes and conduct some broader research of your own. These notes will enable you 
to analyse and evaluate how the interpretation on the stage drew on the different contexts in the 
written script. And, how the contextual information influenced the decisions made about the acting, 
direction, design, the use of theatre technologies, and elements of theatre composition.

FURTHER RESOURCES

VCAA Study Design

Bird, J and Sallis, R. (2018). Acting Smart: Theatre Studies (Version 8). Acting Smart. 

Biggin, R. (2017). Immersive Theatre and Audience Experience: Space, Game and Story in the Work of Punchdrunk.  
Palgrave Macmillian.

SUGGESTED INITIAL ACTIVITIES
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